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to calculate for the present period," lie said on July 1, "and not
attempt to provide for the contingencies of two or three centuries
to come* ... In three or four hundred years" the population of
America "might amount to a hundred million*'; but by that
time "two or three great empires might be established., totally
different from our own."
James Kent, of the famous Commentaries, was "then a young
lawyer in Pooghkeepsie, and he attended all the debates in the
convention. Smith, Kent later said, was *the most prominent and
responsible speaker on the part of the anti-federalist majority.
There was bo person on that side to be compared to him in
acute and logical discussion. He was Hamilton's most persevering
and formidable antagonist But even Smith was routed in every
contest/' Hamilton's experience in the Federal Convention and
in the writing of The federalist had filled his mind with "the
principles and history of federal governments, and with every
topic of debate. He was prompt, ardent, energetic, and over-
lowing with an exhanstless store of argument and illustration.39
In the end, after the news of Virginia's ratification, Smith was
won over to Hamilton's side.
Hamilton kept as a rule close to strict constitutional argu-
ments. Oa June 28, which was Saturday, Lansing accused Hamil-
ton of having urged, in the Federal Convention, that the states
ought to be "subverted" in the interest of the general government
Hamilton denied this. TMs produced a warm personal alterca-
tion between those gentlemen, which engrossed the remainder of
the day." On Monday the "personal dispute** was again brought
forward, and took up a ^considerable part of this day." But
Hamilton made no replies to the usual trifling objections raised
by timid men who saw in the Constitution a monster threat to
their peace and liberty. With, brilliant precision he analyzed the
defects of the- Confederation, explained the advantages of the
proposed new government, defended the powers of Congress and
particularly the Senate, and insisted that the states still had all
the rights they could need in the union. The New York conven-
tion was a triumph for Hamilton as no other state convention was
for any other man.
The last two weeks of wrangling, barely recorded debate was
about lie form of ratification. Finally on Smith's motion, modified
by others, the Convention on July 26 voted to ratify, "in full con-

